
Match™ - #1 Dating App.

**About Match**

Match is one of the largest dating apps worldwide. It allows users to get to know and maybe even

fall in love with new people in their environment.

Match combines the approaches of different dating apps and creates a highly efficient and easily

usable app for singles. You can view photos of singles either in the so-called stream or decide with

a swipe whether you like the single or not. In addition, you have many filters available, so you can

search faster and more targeted for people who you really like. Whether you're gay, lesbian, or

heterosexual, every Jack has his Jill in Match.

**Match - Functions:** 

- Meet new people: Match is one of the largest and most popular dating platforms in the world. A

special aspect about this dating app is that it skillfully combines the functions of different dating

apps to achieve an even higher success rate. Many singles from your area await you who search

for their true love. You can see the singles in either the "Stream" or the "Mixer". In the "Stream" you

will see all singles in a kind of continuous feed. Scroll through the large selection of singles, take a

look at their photos and like their pictures to show your interest. In the "Mixer" only one picture of a

single is shown to you, with a swipe gesture you decide whether you like the single or not. After

you have decided, the next picture appears. Decide whether you like the single according to

instinct. 

- Use filters: In order to search more specifically for people who you might like, different filters are

available. Filter the large pool of singles by specific criteria and see who is left.

- Special Algorithm: Match works with a special algorithm. Because of this algorithm, you will only

see singles that meet your criteria.

- Start a conversation: If you like a single very well, you can start a conversation directly in the app.

So you can get to know each other better and maybe arrange a meeting.

- Never miss a message: Match will notify you via push messages about all messages, likes or

matches you have received.

Conclusion: Match skillfully combines the functions of various dating apps and creates an

effective and unique dating experience.


